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PREFATORY NOTE

In the preparation of this glossary I am indebted to Professor Albert S. Cook of Yale University for information, suggestion, and kind encouragement.

A portion of the expense of printing this thesis has been borne by Yale University, and a portion by the Modern Language Club of Yale University from funds placed at its disposal by the generosity of Mr. George C. Dimock, of Elizabeth, N. J., a graduate of Yale in the class of 1874.

L. H. D.
A

a, adv., always, continually, forever: 11. 1 (116 times); aa, 2. 15 (11 times).

a, prep., see on.

Aaron, pr. n., Aaron: as. 176. 9, 218. 32.

æbere, adj., open, manifest: nsm. 274. 24; npm. Æbere, 46. 27.

abbod, m., abbot: ns. 152. 25; ds. abbo, 152. 16; 152. 22;
np. abbodas, 269. 2.

Abel, pr. n., Abel: as. 9. 17.

äbelgan, 3. trans. and intrans.

I. anger: 3 sg. abelhǭ, 279. 3; pp. nsm. abolgen, 155. 17;
abolgel (?), 229. 23; inf. 213. 11, 259. 14.

II. be angry with: 1 pl. abelgað, 91. 15; opt. pret. 3 sg.
abulge, 180. 10.

äbōdan, 2. trans., bid, proclaim: pp. nsm. aboden, 280. 3;
nsn. aboden, 137. 24; 171. 20; 305. 25. See bōdan.

äberan, 4. trans., endure, withstand: inf. 285. 9; abera, 223. 11.

äbidan, 5. trans., obtain by entreaty or prayer: pret. 3 sg.
abead, 152. 24; pret. 3 pl. abeadan, 100. 7; inf. 299. 26.

äbifan, W 2. intrans., shake: pret. 3 sg. abifode, 214. 18;
abiofode, 225. 9.


äbitan, 1. intrans.

I. eat: opt. 3 sg. abite, 71. 1; opt. pret. 3 sg. abite, 9. 8.

II. devour: opt. 3 sg. abite, 191. 16.

äblendan, W 1. trans., blind: pret. 3 sg. ablende, 99. 10; imp.
sg. ablend, 47. 19.

äblinnan, 3. intrans., cease: pret. 3 sg. ablan, 210. 25.

Abraham, pr. n., Abraham: ns. 12. 18; gs. Abrahames, 13. 7;
238. 6; ds. Abrahame, 13. 1; 311. 25.
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